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Caldes CM9 – Hosting procedure v1.3 

Introduction 
 
This document lays out the process of moving website and email hosting and includes an appendix 
covering terminology if required. 
 
An often misunderstood element of hosting is that email hosting and website hosting can be maintained 
independently of each other, by different companies on different servers. 
 

Caldes Contacts 
 
Stuart Rand-Bell  srb@caldes.com Technical director 0870 420 8348 
 
Melissa Read   mr@caldes.com Support manager  0870 420 8348 
 

Moving a WEBSITE to Caldes Hosting 
Note that if you just want Caldes to host the website and nothing else, you could just change the current A record to 
point to the IP of the website as set in IIS on the Caldes server that will host the website.  This varies from site to 
site, so please ask us for details of the IP address. 

ITEM DESCRIPTION ACTIONED BY NOTES
STAGE A - Preparation
1. Client to supply the current 

administrative contact for the 
domain to Caldes 

Existing host
Client 

2. Caldes to set up the domain on our 
servers ready to be accepted and to 
add to 123-REG account.   

Caldes At this point nothing will have changed.

STAGE B - ACTION
3. Existing host to change IPS Tag to 

‘123-REG’ 
Existing host

4. Caldes to request a domain transfer, 
using the information supplied 

Caldes

5. Caldes to change name server from 
123-REG to Caldes 

Caldes See ‘What is a Nameserver?’ in appendix

6. Caldes to check periodically for the 
transfer to take place.   

Caldes One the transfer has taken place a very 
simple HTML holding page will show to 
confirm the site has transferred.  A simple 
page is used so that no other technical issues 
stop the site from displaying on our servers 

7. There may be a delay of 24-72 hours See ‘What is domain / DNS propagation?’ 
appendix 

STAGE C - COMPLETION
8. Caldes to switch the site from the 

simple holding page to the full site. 
Caldes

9. Test site working correctly. Caldes
Client 
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Moving EMAIL to Caldes hosting 

APPENDIX 
Caldes prefer domains to be registered with www.123-reg.co.uk if at all possible, because we have a good 
understanding of their control panel system. 

 

What are MX records? 
MX records or mail exchange records specify which mail servers are responsible for a particular domain. This 
entry is not mandatory, and – as with the A record – several entries may be made.  

One special feature is priority numbers, which provide information to the querying mail server about which mail 
server should be used first. The next entry is tried only when the mail server with the highest priority is not 

ITEM DESCRIPTION ACTIONED BY NOTES
STAGE A - PREPARATION
10. Client to supply all email addresses 

and preferred passwords.   
Client If passwords not known then we can make 

up new ones.  Please confirm if you want us 
to do this or have any password preference.  
They can all be the same or vary as required. 

11. Caldes to set up the domain to host 
on our servers then add the email 
addresses supplied.  

Caldes Note that the web site does not need to be 
hosted by Caldes at this point. 
Note – email and website hosting are 
independent and we don’t need to be 
hosting the website domain to host the 
email. 

12. Caldes to supply passwords back to 
the client (if necessary) ready to add 
to their existing email software when 
ready. 

Caldes
Client 

At this point nothing will have changed.

STAGE B - ACTION
13. Caldes inform existing host that we 

are ready to move the hosting. 
Caldes

Existing host 
14. Point the A record to 84.18.196.46 Existing host See ‘What is an A record?’ appendix
15. Point the MX record to mail.domain Existing host ... where ‘domain’ is the full domain of the 

site.  E.g. mail.caldes.com.   Please inform 
Caldes when completed.   See ‘What are MX 
records?’ appendix 

16. Change email usernames and 
passwords on internal email system 
(e.g. exchange) if necessary and test 
emails. 

Client

17. There may be a delay of 24-72 hours See ‘What is domain / DNS propagation?’
appendix 

STAGE C - COMPLETION
18. Test email and report back to existing 

host and Caldes as necessary 
Client
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available. The priority of priority numbers rises in opposition to the value of the number, meaning that lower 
numbers have a higher priority. 

Another special feature is that only domains may be entered for mail servers. An entry referencing an IP 
results in an error. 

 

What is an A record? 
An A record (or 'address record') specifies which IP is assigned to a particular domain. This entry doesn’t 
necessarily have to be made - a domain can for example be used only for mail services – so an A record for 
this domain is not necessary. 

Alternatively, more than one record can be entered for each domain. In this case, a new record is returned for 
each query. This is particularly important for large scalable systems. 

If you just want to point a website to a Caldes Server you can change the A record to the IP address of 
the site as shown in IIS on the Caldes server.  Please ask Caldes for this IP address as they vary from 
site  to site. 

 

What is domain / DNS propagation? 
'DNS propagation' is a term to describe the updating of information across the Internet. It takes two forms: 
changes to your DNS Zone and changes to your WHOIS information. 

A change to your DNS Zone information typically affects only a handful of servers, and completes much more 
quickly. However, the WHOIS is the master record which tells every DNS server in the world the server for 
your domain. A change to your WHOIS information can take up to 72 hours to propagate fully, although often 
it’s a lot quicker. 

Customers often say that they can't see their domain names straight after ordering them, or just after a 
transfer between providers. After either of these two events your domain name/website may not be visible for 
up to 48 hours, mainly because millions of DNS servers need to be updated with the new information. 

 

What is web forwarding? 
Web forwarding is a way for your domain to be pointed to another web address or page. You can choose to 
have your domain name remain in the address bar, which is called “framed web forwarding". Alternatively, you 
can choose to display the new address, which is known as “non-framed web forwarding”.   

If you need to forward to a specific IP address on a Caldes server, please ask us.  Tech note: Best place to 
get this is to view the properties of the website in IIS and get the IP from there. 

 

What are IPS tags and how are they used? 
Internet Provider Security tags are used by Nominet (see below) to identify the hosting company linked to a 
specific .uk domain name. 
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Some providers have a "handshake" system where they will need to approve the transfer in and therefore the 
IPS tag may not update automatically. Please check with your provider if they have this process in place so 
that they can approve the transfer once you have changed the TAG. 

 

What is Nominet? 
Nominet is the registry for UK domain names, and all hosting companies which host .uk domains are required 
to have an IPS tag (also known as a Nominet Provider tag or IPS key) which shows membership of Nominet. 
The tag is used to identify the company responsible for management of a .uk domain. Its format is a single 
alpha-numeric sequence, all in capital letters. For example, the 123-reg IPS tag is 123-REG 

 

What is a nameserver? 
A nameserver is a server which controls the DNS for a domain. It allows you to decide which hosting company 
controls your web space and email. 

All domain registrars should provide you with the ability to change at least two nameserver entries on your 
domain name, and hosting companies should offer you at least two nameservers to point to. 

The main Caldes nameservers are: 

• caldesns3.catalyst2.net 

• caldesns4.catalyst2.net 

Please note that some older sites are on our old nameservers 1 and 2, although any new sites will be on the 
new ones shown above.  

 

Revisions 
V1.1  Numbering added to all points for clarification. 

 


